SIM2 Universal Videoprojector Mount

KEY POINTS

- Mount for projectors up to 35 kg (77 lbs)
- Angle: up to + / - 10°
- Swivel: 360°
- Tilt: up to 25°
- Micrometric adjustment system via knobs
- Maximum distance between any two fixing points on projector: 380mm (14.9")
- All mounting hardware and fixings included

Designed to secure projector installation on ceilings and walls, it can support projectors weighing up to 35 Kg. (77 lbs). It provides ease-of-installation thanks to micrometric adjustments such as a +/-10° angle, 360° swivel, up to 25° tilt on two axes. The system knobs allow further means of precision for a comfortable positioning of your projector.

Mounting hardware and fixings are provided for the Grand Cinema LUMIS 3D and Domino NERO 3D models, as well as the M.150 projector.

Designed and manufactured in Italy with high-quality materials, the SIM2 Universal mount complies with the European Safety Regulations.

Color: Matte Black.